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Six Ways to Maximize the Market Value of Your Pre-Owned Inventory
Leigh Ann Merwin, CPA
lmerwin@vgncpa.com

Dealerships that underestimate their pre-owned inventory often miss out on an opportunity
with tremendous potential. US personal consumption expenditures on used cars are forecasted
to grow at an annual compounded rate of 4 percent between 2017 and 2021. Whether loved
or hated, used cars can generate profit and have an impact on every department. Dealerships
hoping to maximize the market value of their pre-owned inventory should concentrate on
implementing or improving the following six processes.
1. Efficient transition from trade line to front line.
The amount of time it takes to get a vehicle from the trade line to the front line is vital considering the used-car
market is constantly declining. The sooner you get the vehicle to the front line the higher market value you will
receive. A slow transition from trade line to front line could cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars
per unit. All the departments should be motivated and work together to get the vehicles on the lot quickly. Any
departments who are holding up the process must be held accountable.
2. Implement training programs.
Your sales and service team need proper training to effectively sell used vehicles, especially as technology advances
make cars and trucks more complex. Since used cars are unique, your sales team must have a grasp on your
inventory and knowledge in selling used inventory. Implementing training programs will set your salespeople
up for success that will trickle through the entire dealership. To motivate staff, consider offering incentives to
complete training programs.
3. Appoint a dedicated manager.
A used-car manager must know their inventory inside and out. Without hesitation, they should know details
about each unit such as where its parked, its color, whether it will start and have gas. A desk-manager will not
suffice. Always prepared, a used-car manager is in the cars constantly rather than behind a desk.
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4. Leverage the web.
When shopping for a used-car, it is becoming increasingly
common for shoppers to use the internet to do research and even
purchase cars. It is essential that your online used-car inventory
is stocked with high-quality photos and accurate descriptions.
5. Use your best judgement.
There are many tools available to dealerships for used-cars.
While these tools can be used to your advantage, they can also be
counterproductive. Use your best judgement to price and market
the vehicle accordingly.
6. Correct mistakes fast.
There will inevitably be bumps in the road. When you make a mistake, correct it fast. The more time that goes by,
the harder it will be to sell the unit. Today, dealerships are under pressure by increased competition, transparent
pricing models and rising operational costs to sell more cars in less time in order to maintain profitability.
The professionals in our office can help you maximize the market value of your pre-owned inventory. Call us today.

Vawter Gammon Norris & Company, P.C. is a founding member of The National
Alliance of Auto Dealer Advisors, a nationwide network of 11 of the most recognized
and trusted accounting and business consulting firms who have pooled their
resources to provide their dealership clients with the local, national and international
perspective needed to prosper. Each of our member firms specialize in providing professional services to
dealerships. Collectively our members service more than 1,000 dealers and related entities across the nation.
Profit Drivers has been created to serve your needs. We are available to answer any questions you have regarding your business
or personal affairs. If there are topics you would like to see covered in Profit Drivers, please let us know. Although every
reasonable effort has been made to achieve accuracy in this publication, its editorial content is necessarily general in nature.
Always consult your professional advisor before acting on this information.
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